
Reflective briefing and bulletin



The Sigmoid curve
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Leading T+L can often 

follow the Sigmoid curve 

as shown opposite

New ideas come in and 

there can often be growth 

and progress – but this 

will inevitably start to dip 

again – which is where 

new intervention is 

required to begin the 

upward trajectory again

This is often why “one-off” INSET can be ultimately unproductive because it’s 

not until the next INSET (often 6 months down the line) that the intervention 

can happen. 



How we keep the curve moving upward

strategy

JPD

See 
presentation in 
collaboration

JTB

See 
presentation in 
collaboration

Best Practice 
Briefing

See 
presentation in 
collaboration

Reflective 
Bulletin
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Monday Reflective Briefing and Bulletin

The T+L reflective bulletin was launched in January 2014 with the 
following aims:

1. To give space, time and stimuli for reflection on practice

2. To follow up and pre-empt JPD and BPB materials

3. To give advice and tips

4. To suggest new approaches – keep up to date in terms of 
pedagogy

5. To re-visit strategies and approaches

6. To celebrate publically the pedagogical practices of the school

7. To challenge the thinking of the staff
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What’s in it #1
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There is always a section on what 

is coming up – what opportunities 

there are for JPD and BPB.



What’s in it? #2
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Reflective rhetorical questions – these are always written in blue to mirror 

the idea of de Bono’s Blue Hat reflective thinking. These questions are 

designed to help teachers reflect internally on their own practice



What’s in it #3
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I try to follow up aspects of the previous reflective briefing or best 

practice briefings with examples from the classroom. The 

reflective Q on previous slide had an impact on this teacher..



What’s in it? #4
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Tips

Ideas

Shout 

outs!



What’s in it? #5
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Wherever possible we 

try to offer editorial slots 

for leaders linked to key 

weeks – European 

languages / anti-

bullying week or in this 

case St.George’s Day

The bulletin gives ideas 

and contexts that 

teachers can potentially 

use in their lessons and 

thus supporting a cross 

curricular focus more

As I write this I know we 

could do this more!



What’s in it? #6
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Sometimes the 

bulletin is used 

to reinforce key 

messages (in 

truth a bit of a 

telling off!)

The use of 

bulletin de-

perosnalises this 

and makes it a 

collective focus 

– it’s quite a 

powerful tool in 

that regard



What’s in it? #7
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Reflections on 

Best Practice 

Briefing

BPB can be a 

moment or idea 

in isolation – the 

bulletin allows a 

vehicle to keep 

the momentum 

going and keep 

reflection and 

ideas very fresh



What’s in it? #8
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Approaches that I probably would not use / don’t necessarily endorse

It’s vital that the autonomy of the teacher be kept – the bulletin keeps 

me as T+L lead honest in that respect – it can’t be just “my agenda”



What’s in it? #9
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Teacher 

challenges

Everyone 

loves a 

sticker / 

bar of 

chocolate 

/ public 

praise!!



What’s in it? #10
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Humour 

wherever 

possible




